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Abstract�A special multilayer percep�
tron architecture known as FuNe I is suc�
cessfully used for generating fuzzy systems
for a number of real world applications�
The FuNe I trained with supervised learn�
ing can be used to extract fuzzy rules
from a given representative input�output
data set� Furthermore� optimization of the
knowledge base is possible including the
tuning of membership functions� The new
method employed to identify the rule rel�
evant nodes before the rules are extracted
makes FuNe I suitable for applications with
large number of inputs�

Some of the real world applications in ar�
eas of state identi�cation and image clas�
si�cation show encouraging results in a
shorter development time� Expert knowl�
edge is not compulsory but can be included
in the automatically extracted knowledge
base� The generated fuzzy system can be
implemented in hardware very easily� A
�exible prototype board is developed with
a FPGA chip in order to run applications
with up to ��� inputs and � outputs in re�
altime ����� million rules per second��
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I� Introduction

Fuzzy systems and neural networks� both model�
free systems� contain their own advantages and
drawbacks� One area of combining them� popu�
larly known as fuzzy�neural networks� seeks max�
imization of the desirable properties and the re�
duction of disadvantages in both systems�
Several methods of fusion from fuzzy systems

and neural networks are reported in literature
����� ��	���
�� ���� ��
�� ����� Dierent learning
strategies are used in those applications e�g� un�
supervised learning ����� supervised learning �	��
and dierential competitive learning ��
��
This paper presents the structure and new fea�

tures of the fuzzy�neural system FuNe I� which
was successfully employed in a number of real
world industrial applications�
Section II illustrates some of the techniques

used to design major parts of fuzzy systems as
trainable feedforward neural networks� Section III
presents the FuNe I fuzzy model and section IV
illustrates its rule generation method� Section V
highlights the optimization possibilities of the re�
sulting system and section VI summarizes some
of the real world industrial applications of FuNe
I� Section VII shows that FuNe I can be imple�
mented in conventional as well as special fuzzy
processors and �nally section VIII discloses some
of the future developments�

II� Fuzzy Systems as Feedforward

Neural Networks

The McCulloch�Pitts model of a Neuron is math�
ematically described as�

Oi � a�f�Bi�Wi� � I��Wi� � I������� ���

where a is the activation function�Wi�� Wi���� are
weights incorporated with inputs I�� I����� Bi is
the bias weight or threshold of the neuron and
f is the function estimating the net input� The
activation function a can be linear� sigmoidal or



	

hyperbolic tangential� The function f usually per�
forms summation�
Fuzzy Systems can be mapped into feed for�

ward type of neural networks� Those systems are
denoted as fuzzy�neural networks in this paper�
The neurons used in many fuzzy�neural networks
have a slightly dierent structure� The activation
a is restricted to be either linear or sigmoidal� For
the function f multiplication and the soft versions
of minimum ��	�� and maximum can also be used
instead of the summation�
Soft minimum�Min�� and soft maximum�Max�

can be described as�

MinK�I���In� �

Pn

i�� Ii � e
�K�Ii

Pn

i�� e
�K�Ii

�	�

MaxK�I���In� �

Pn

i�� Ii � e
K�Ii

Pn

i�� e
K�Ii

���

where K is a variable� that can be virtually in�
creased to in�nity� together with the network
reaching the convergence� For the remainder of
this paper f is only speci�cally mentioned� if other
than summation�

A� Rule Neurons

The premise of a fuzzy rule can be implemented as
a rule neuron� Three types of rules are considered
for implementation�

� simple rules with premises containing a sin�
gle fuzzy variable

� conjunctive rules with many fuzzy variables
in premises

� disjunctive rules with many fuzzy variables
in premises

The implementation of Min�Max� Product�Sum
or �Lukasiewicz T�norms and T�Conorms are
straightforward using the neuron model used� In
FuNe I� conjunction and disjunction operators
are implemented as Min and Max� respectively�
e�g� the premise of a conjunctive rule with two in�
puts can be implemented with a single neuron us�
ing the parameters� a � linear� Bi � �� f � Min
and weights Wi� �Wi� � ��

B� Antecedent Membership Functions

Virtually any membership function can be ob�
tained using a multi�layer perceptron network

that has to be separately trained� But using
a lesser number of neurons� and exploiting the
possibilities of shifting� scaling and re�ecting the
sigmoidal transfer function� a satisfactory solu�
tion can be reached� without elaborate training�
Considering three possible adjectives�� Low �L��
Medium �M�� and High �H�� the formation of the
membership functions is illustrated over leaf �see
also Fig� ��� Two sigmoidal functions are useful
in creation of membership functions�

a��Ii� C� �� �
�

� � e�C�Ii���
���

a��Ii� C� �� �
�

� � eC�Ii���
���

The sigmoid ��� is the mirror re�ection of the sig�
moid ��� on the Y axis� Gain C is a positive vari�
able� used to change the steepness of the sigmoid
curve �e�g� if C goes to in�nity� the sigmoid curve
tends to be the step function�� and � is a positive
variable employed in shifting the sigmoids�

� Low�

L � a��Ii� CL� �L� ���

� High�

H � a��Ii� CH� �H� ���

� Medium�
Medium can be realized in dierent ways�
One way is to use two sigmoid neurons from
both types� A third linear neuron with f �
Min is connected to the two sigmoid neurons
by �xed connection weights of unity�

M� � a��Ii� CM�� �M�� �
�

M	 � a��Ii� CM�� �M�� ���

M � MinfM��M	g ����

Another way of implementingMedium is to
subtract one shifted sigmoid neuron from
another shifted sigmoid neuron using a
third linear neuron�

M� � a��Ii� CM�� �M�� ����

M	 � a��Ii� CM�� �M�� ��	�

M �
X

fM���M	g ����

It is to be noted that �M� � �M� in both
cases�
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Figure �� Antecedent Membership Functions

C� Consequent Membership Functions

Let U denote the �nite set of possible normalized
output values from the rule inference of a fuzzy
system�

U � fU�� U�� � � �Ung ����

where �i � � � Ui � �� The fuzzy output must be
defuzzi�ed to get the crisp output Uout�
The set of maximum membership values �

�from the envelope shown in Fig� 	� corresponding
to the set U can be denoted as �

� � f��� ��� � � ��ng ����

Fig� 	 shows the creation of consequent mem�
bership values using two layers of linear neu�
rons having f � Maximum� Each neuron in the
�rst layer denotes an output membership func�
tion� Both layers are connected with weights
corresponding to maximum possible membership
values of the Low� Medium and High adjectives�
Whenever a rule strength reaches the highest
possible value �in the normalized case ��� the
fuzzy output corresponds to consequent member�
ship curves shown in dashed lines� Lower rule
strengths represent the values of an appropriately
scaled curve �e�g� solid curve �i�� The curve �

�i
i is

the modi�ed fuzzy output� Where �i � �I and �I
is the set variable con�dence measure� This can
be considered as an addition of nonlinear noise to
the fuzzy output� The transparent neural network
for obtaining the modi�ed output is illustrated in
���
Consequent membership functions can be tuned

by adjusting the weights connecting the layers in
a way similar to the tuning of antecedent mem�
bership functions�

D� Defuzzi�cation

Standard defuzzi�cation methods such as Center
of Gravity �COG� can be implemented as neural
networks �����

UCOGout �

Pn

i�� �i � UiPn

i�� �i
����

But the limitations in standard defuzzi�cation
strategies compelled the authors to seek a para�
meterized approach� that can be optimized with
theoretical or application oriented considerations�
Customized defuzzi�cation in general is advanta�
geous to the application of a standard defuzzi�ca�
tion method� and no standard method has so far
proved to be the best� independent of the appli�
cation�
The easiest way of implementing application

oriented defuzzi�cation is to use a trainable per�
ceptron neural network� All the rule strengths are
weighted and added to the output neuron with
sigmoidal activation function� This is also called
black box defuzzi�cation in ����
An extended family� Customizable Basic De�

fuzzi�cation Distributions �CBADD� that can
be implemented as neural networks is introduced
in ����
The defuzzi�ed output according to CBADD is�

UCBADDout �

Pn

i�� �
�i
i �UiPn

i�� ��ii
����

The proposed CBADD method reduces to
BADD proposed by Yager et� al� ��� as a special
case if �i� �i � �� In contrast to the � in BADD�
the variable con�dence measure �I in CBADD
can also be negative� Whenever �i is negative�
�
�i
i � �� It can be easily found by scaling �to
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Figure 	� Consequent Membership Functions

bring back the maximum of ��ii below a certain

level� a function �
��
i

i which provides the same de�
fuzzi�ed output as the ��ii � Although the function

�
��
i

i can be directly obtained with a non negative
set of �I � faster results may be obtained in neural
learning by allowing �i to take negative values�
Although the problem of local minima is un�

avoidable due to the use of gradient descent learn�
ing� the test results prove good approximation
abilities in training with arti�cial sample data
for dierent existing defuzzi�cation methods on
random fuzzy output curves and with application
data from a fuzzy controlled reverse driving sup�
port of a truck with a long trailer�
CBADD is very �exible� which makes it ideal

to employ a neural network to determine �I from
the training data of the application� A transpar�
ent trainable neural network is proposed for the
implementation of CBADD in ����

III� FuNe I Fuzzy Model

FuNe I and FuNe II are fuzzy�neural architectures�
that construct and tune fuzzy systems from rep�
resentative training data� The fuzzi�cation meth�
ods used in FuNe I and FuNe II are identical
and the extraction of �if� and �if not� rules are
possible in both of the methods� While FuNe
II uses the conventional fuzzy model with the

proposed parameterizable CBADD method with
consequent membership functions� FuNe I has a
modi�ed structure� This modi�ed fuzzy system
generated from FuNe I training with gradient de�
scent methods �e�g� backpropagation algorithm�
is called FuNe I FS�

Assume for example rules R�� R	 and R� and
inputs X � A� and Y � B�� where Out�� Out	
and Out� denote the outputs and L� M and H are
Low� Medium and High respectively� In FuNe I
both positive type �if� and negative type �if not�
rules are considered� The rule strengths are pos�
itively or negatively weighted depending on the
type of the rule and directly summed up to the
output neurons with sigmoidal activation func�
tions�

R�� W� � If X is L AND Y is M THEN Out�

R	� W� � If X is H OR Y is L THEN Out	

R�� W� � If X is M THEN Out�

If the membership functions of X and Y are
�LX � �MX

� �HX
� �LY � and �MY

then the evalua�
tion of the antecedents for rules are�

K� � �f�LX �A��� �MY
�B��g ��
�

K� � 	f�HX
�A��� �LY �B��g ����

K� � �MX
�A�� �	��

where � and 	 are fuzzy set conjunction and dis�
junction denoted as the T�norm and T�Conorm�
and K�� K� and K� are the strengths of rules R��
R	 and R� respectively�

The FuNe I fuzzy model diers from conven�
tional fuzzy models as it transfers the weighted
sum of the �red rules into the crisp output as fol�
lows�

Out i � ai�
rX

j��

Wij �Kj� �	��

where r is the number of rules� Wij represents the
weight of the connection from jth rule node to
the ith output� The activation of the output neu�
ron �ai� is a sigmoidal function� In the proposed
architecture� Wij can also adopt negative values�
This provides the eect of complementary rules
to the output�
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By considering the fact that the rules are
weighted and summed to the output� the conjunc�
tive and disjunctive rules with premises contain�
ing more than two fuzzy variables can be approx�
imated by rules with maximum of two fuzzy vari�
ables in each of the premises�

IV� Methods of Fuzzy Rule extraction

Several researchers explore the possibilities of rule
extraction froma representative data set ����� �����
��	�� ����� �		�� ����� Some of them �identify� the
rule base from initially selected rules� reducing the
problem of generating rules to a problem of form�
ing the initial rule base�

The method of rule base extraction proposed
in �	�� employs backpropagation learning for po�
sitioning memberships functions appropriate to
the predetermined conjunctive rule structure� Ac�
cording to the rule structure proposed� each rule
contains all the inputs in the premise and only
the parameters of the membership functions are
trained� This method is extended in �		� with the
introduction of fuzzy basis functions and the ap�
plication of orthogonal least�squares learning al�
gorithm instead of backpropagation�

The advantage in this method is fast learning�
But the loss of transparency due to the proposed
rule structure is unavoidable specially if the num�
ber of rules or number of inputs are high� e�g� if
number of inputs is 	� and the number of rules
selected is 	� � then each input is fuzzi�ed with
	� membership functions and each rule will have
all 	� inputs in the premise�

The method proposed in ���� is simple since al�
most all the possible fuzzy rules are considered in
the classi�cation procedure� A grade of certainty
is assigned to each rule by training the network�
The disadvantages are that no optimization such
as tuning of membership functions is possible and
the amount of rules overlapping or the existence of
redundant rules in the rule base increases rapidly
with the increase of number of inputs�

Horikawa et al� ��	� presented a fuzzy modelling
method using gradient descent learning� The
identi�cation of the premise and the consequence
part for the proposed three dierent fuzzy models
are the main features in this work� They proposed
a new method for identi�cation of rules from an
initial rule base� The initial rule base can be cre�
ated either using the expert knowledge or allowing

all the possible combinations� However� the lat�
ter method of creating the initial rule base will
be impossible� if the number of inputs is high�
A rule is selected according to the accuracy and
the generality caused� Accuracy is determined by
the summed squares of error and the generality
is evaluated by the summed squares of error ob�
tained by cross validating the train and test data
sets�
The fuzzy�neural model used in FuNe I is sim�

ilar to the Horikawa method of evaluation of
premise and to the creation of antecedent mem�
bership functions� However� the initial rule base
is not required in FuNe I� due to its unique archi�
tecture and the fuzzy model� Therefore� neither
the absence of expert knowledge nor the higher
number of inputs cause di�culties in generating
a fuzzy system� In comparison to the method
in ��	�� FuNe I uses a method based on trained
weights�
If the repeated appearance of an input in the

premise is avoided� the number of all possible
simple� conjunctive and disjunctive rules depends
upon the number of inputs �NI � and the number
of adjectives �NA� selected�

NI �NA � 	 � �
NIX

i��

NA
i � �

NI
i
�� �		�

If the maximum number of variables in the
premise is limited to 	� possible number of rules
reduces to NI �NA�NA�NI � �� � ��� Therefore�
Horikawa approach is only applicable to problems
having a limited number of input variables and a
limited number of adjectives selected�
FuNe I employs a dierent approach in �nd�

ing the initial rule base� It identi�es rule rele�
vant nodes for conjunctive and disjunctive rules
for each output �rst� This method reduces the
initial rule base drastically� After a number of
training steps with �frozen� membership func�
tions� which allows the FuNe I training network
�Fig��� to avoid local minima in generating its
rules� the network is trained with �free moving�
membership functions� Only the dark lines in
fuzzi�cation and defuzzi�cation blocks in Figure
represent variable weights� and other connection
have �xed unity weights� The dark circles rep�
resent neurons with sigmoid activation functions
and the other neurons have linear activation func�
tions� The white circles with � �	� have Soft Min
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�Soft Max� net input calculation and other neu�
rons have summing inputs�

A� Identi�cation of Rule Relevant Nodes

Since FuNe I contains positive weighted �if� as
well as negative weighted �if not� rules� it is nec�
essary to obtain two lists of rule relevant nodes
for each operation �conjunction and disjunction�
at each output�
Let us consider an example with three adjec�

tives �NA � ��� The fuzzi�ed values of a crisp
input Ii are Li� Mi and Hi� Following steps �see
also Fig� ��a�� are to be taken in deciding whether
the ith input has any in�uence on a conjunctive
�in this case Min� rule�

�� Connect the fuzzi�cation layer to the node
Ci �layer C in Fig� ��� that selects the maxi�
mum from the strongest membership values
from all the inputs but the input i�

Ci � Max�j�j��i� �Maxj�Lj�Mj�Hj�� �	��

	� Make connections to corresponding nodes
RLi

� RMi
�layer R in Fig� �� and RHi

as
follows�

RLi � Min�Ci�Li� �	��

RMi � Min�Ci�Mi� �	��

RHi � Min�Ci�Hi� �	��

�� The weights WLi
� WMi

and WHi
connect�

ing corresponding nodes to the output are
initialized at random�

�� After training� connecting weights are
analysed to decide which of the three fuzzy
inputs is relevant to the if or if�not Min rule�

The last step for an example with � inputs is
illustrated in table ��
Extraction of rule relevant nodes is itself a rule

based method� Table � illustrates some of the
rules incooperated in this process� An exhibitive
�inhibitive� weight is denoted by the symbol � ����
This does not necessarily mean that the weights
are quantized� The symbol �� �� �� indicates
the weight considered is stronger than the other
weights of the same input� A user de�nable rela�
tive similarity measure is used to decide upon the
parameters of comparison�

i WLi
WMi

WHi
positive negative
nodes nodes

� � � �
	 � � �
� �� � � L�

� � � � � M�

� � � � L	

� � � � H


� � �� � M�

Table �� Lists of Min Rule relevant Nodes

If all three weights are �equally� exhibitive
�i � �� or inhibitive �i � 	� none of the three cor�
responding nodes in�uence the output other than
providing an oset� Therefore� the inputs � and 	
can be ignored for that particular output� Given
a corresponding node having a stronger exhibitive
�i � �� or inhibitive �i � �� weight compared to
other corresponding nodes of an input� it should
be obviously taken to the positive or negative list
of rule relevant nodes of the considered output�
Extraction of the Max�rule relevant nodes is

analog to this method� A similar table can be
used with�

Ci � Min�j�j ��i� �Maxj�Lj�Mj�Hj�� �	��

Corresponding nodes RLi
� RMi

and RHi
can be

obtained by replacing Min by Max in equations
�	��� �	�� and �	���
All extracted Min and Max rule relevant nodes

can be considered as candidates for Simple rule
nodes� The results obtained by Min rule ex�
traction for the example considered is given in
Fig� ��b��

V� Optimization of FuNe�I�FS

After the most challenging task of generating a
fuzzy system� i�e� the creation of an initial knowl�
edge base is accomplished� the optimization using
the same training data set can be started� The
number of rules generated in an initial fuzzy sys�
tem may be too large for a particular application�
and the user might want to de�ne a limit� a rel�
ative weight� that can be used as a measure to
remove weaker rules� If many generated rules in�
cluding some of the important rules are removed�
then the performance of the fuzzy system will be
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lower� Therefore� a solution having the least num�
ber of rules and the best possible performance can
be found iteratively� The method of optimization
can be �on�line�� with reinforcement learning �	�
or �o�line� as used in FuNe systems�

A� Parameter Tuning

The initially created antecedent membership
functions illustrated in section II B� can be tuned
using training data� Changing � values create a
shift in membership functions and C values can be
used to tune the slopes of sigmoid curves of the
membership functions� In case of FuNe II conse�
quent membership functions can also be tuned by
allowing weights between two layers of neurons in
Fig� 	 to be learned by training�

The extraction of rule relevant nodes reduces
the possible number of rules drastically� but a sec�
ond run of learning leads to further rule reduction�
The rule nodes with weak weights can be removed
by optimizing the FuNe�I�FS at last�

B� Rule Optimization

The optimization of rules is a compulsory process�
since the number of rules to be processed is the
major time limitation for realtime implementation
of FuNe�I�FS�

An already generated or created rule base can
be reduced eectively by training the FuNe�I�FS
with input�output data� The weights connecting
rules to the output layer can be pruned to obtain
a smaller number of rules with high in�uence on
outputs� An alternative method of optimizing the
rule base is to use fuzzy entropy methods�

C� Posterior Input Feature Reduction

The input features for neural networks and fuzzy
systems are generally selected on an intuitional
basis� In classical neural techniques there is
hardly any method to analyse the eectiveness of
an input� FuNe I training automatically does it on
the performance of the system� After the extrac�
tion of knowledge base� super�uous inputs which
do not appear in rules can be removed� Further�
more� inputs in the premises of rules with weak
weights can be checked for possible preprocessing
mistakes� if expert opinion is opposed to the rule
strength generated�

D� Knowledge Integration

Knowledge integration into the FuNe�I�FS is pos�
sible in dierent ways� Experts can integrate a
priori knowledge as fuzzy rules and membership
functions into the system� Another method is to
include on�line reinforcement learning �	��

Although human expertise on technical process
is biased compared to the automatically extracted
knowledge� the importance of using or testing
such knowledge should not be undermined� The
expert opinion can be included to the FuNe train�
ing process before or after the generation of the
FuNe�I�FS�

The expert knowledge can be added as new
fuzzy rules to the FuNe�I�FS� The rule weights
can be initialized and the system can be trained
again� The optimization of the rule block should
follow this step� This can also be included before
the process of knowledge extraction as antecedent
membership functions or rules�

VI� Summary of Applications of FuNe I

Basic requirement for applying FuNe I is the ex�
istence of a representative data set for training�
FuNe I was �rst tested with a benchmark example
known as classi�cation of Iris species of Anderson
���� The data contain a set of four dimensional
vectors� each of which represents sepal length�
sepal width� petal length and petal width of one of
three iris subspecies Setosa� Versicolor� and Vir�
ginica� Measurements are taken from �� plants
from each subspecies� The data set is divided
into training and test sets� each of them having
�� vectors� FuNe I is trained with the training
set and the resulted FuNe I�FS is applied to the
test set� As described earlier a solution having
least number of rules and the best performance
on the test set is attempted� A ��� classi�ca�
tion rate could be achieved with �� rules� Each
training and optimization step was presented ���
times �epochs� with the training data set� Among
the correctly classi�ed �� patterns of the test set�
only � patterns are weakly classi�ed� i�e� with
output �classi�cation strength� between ���� and
��� �Table 	�� The ideal strength of classi�cation
is ��
However� a more compact solution can be

reached with � input and � rules and a lower
����� classi�cation rate on iris test data� The
training data set can be classi�ed completely by
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classi�cation strength number of patterns
�������� �
�������� 	
�������
 �
��
����� ��
�������� ��

Table 	� Strength of Classi�cation for Iris data

all the generated systems�
Three strong extracted rules having positive

weights on outputs are shown below�

W� � If petal length is Low AND petal width is
Low THEN Setosa

W� � If petal length is Medium AND petal width is
Medium THEN Versicolor

W� � If petal length is High AND petal width is
High THEN Virginica

FuNe I is successfully applied in number of real
world problems in the areas of Image Classi�ca�
tion and state identi�cation�

A� State Identi�cation

Identi�cation of dierent possible states in mecha�
tronical systems is a knownmethod for estimating
state dependent parameters� One example is the
identi�cation of road surface state of a moving
car�
Physical limits of driving dynamics are deter�

mined by the friction between tyre and road� Ac�
cording to the measurements of friction taken
from dierent real road surfaces� the maximum
value of the friction coe�cient � is ranging from a
low value �on ice� to a high value �on well textured
dry asphalt� ���� Therefore� automatic evaluation
of the maximum possible � is of importance for
driving safety� specially in considering its use for
the anti�lock braking system �ABS�� Since this is
closely related to the state of the road� identi��
cation of the state of road surface is performed
with FuNe I ���� The deformation of the tyre
thread elements is transferred by a Hall sensor
to the preprocessing unit� where the sensor signal
is �ltered and � input features for FuNe I are ex�
tracted� The FuNe�I�FS is generated from FuNe

Figure �� Solder joint images

I training with data drawn by driving in dierent
known road surfaces�

B� Image Classi�cation

From three applications of FuNe I in image clas�
si�cation can be reported� classi�cation of solder
joint images ����� underwater sonar image recog�
nition ���� and handwritten digit recognition�

In classi�cation of solder joint images �D sur�
face information �Fig�� left� and 	D grey�level in�
formation �Fig�� right� from a circuit board pro�
vided by a laser scanner system was used to auto�
matically distinguish good solder joints from bad
ones� After segmentation and centering of an in�
dividual solder joint 	� features were extracted as
inputs to the network� FuNe I generated 	� Min�
� Max and �� Simple rules from training data�
The resulting FuNe�I�FS was successfully tested
����� with a dierent test data set� The poste�
riori feature reduction resulted in an reduction of
the number of inputs from 	� to ���

Underwater sonar image recognition is useful in
identifying dierent objects in the deep sea� The
priority was given in distinguishing arti�cial ob�
jects such as a metal cylinder �e�g� metal can� from
natural objects �e�g� rock�� The images are pre�
processed into numerical data sets with �� input
features before classi�cation ����� This applica�
tion shows the ability of the generated fuzzy sys�
tem to recognize arti�cial objects� though training
data used are incomplete�

Handwritten numerical character recognition is
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another area where FuNe I is applied� Numerical
characters from several writers are preprocessed
and �� input features are selected� After the nor�
malization of the image at the beginning� the cen�
ter of gravity �G� is found� The main guide in
preprocessing is the 
 scan lines drawn from G�
each in ��o of dierence �see also Fig� ��� The
lengths from G to two cutting points in each scan
line are processed� Furthermore the number of
gray points and corner points are also considered
as input features�

Figure �� Preprocessing of numerical character

With the generated knowledge base� a ����
classi�cation could be achieved for � out of �� nu�
merical digits� Only ��� classi�cation could be
achieved for the digit �� In some situations this
digit is classi�ed as �� This problem could be lo�
calised easily by observing the extracted rule base
of the FuNe�I�FS� Expert help can be included in
the system for the better separation of the digit �
from ��

VII� Real Time Solutions for FuNe I

system

Since real�time solutions for conventional fuzzy
systems can be easily achieved due to the exis�
tence of special fuzzy processors such as FC ���
���� and Fuzzy���� ���� our �rst eort was to im�
plement the resulting FuNe�I�FS in such a proces�
sor�
After successful implementation of some of the

real world applications �solder joint classi�cation

and the Iris problem� using a FC��� fuzzy proces�
sor� the possibility of implementing FuNe�I�FS
in standard microcontrollers and digital signal
processors is explored�

An application speci�c design in a Field Pro�
grammableGate Array �FPGA� was tested for the
benchmark example classi�cation of Iris species�
The FuNe�I�FS for IRIS application implemented
in a prototype board containing a single Xilinx
���� FPGA needs ���S for each classi�cation
with a ��MHz clock� The same fuzzy system
implemented in FC��� requires ���S per classi��
cation�

A more �exible compiler is created to transfer
FuNe�I�FS directly to net listings for Xilinx ����
FPGA� With the use of this automatic tool for
down loading into the prototype board built� it
is possible to run a FuNe�I�FS with up to �	

crisp inputs� 	�� rules and � crisp outputs in real�
time� The speed reached with ��MHz is ��	� Mil�
lion Rules per Second� The sigmoidalmembership
functions are approximated with piecewise linear
functions �up to 
 lines per membership function��
which are much easier to implement in hardware�

VIII� Discussion and Future Work

The number of inputs and outputs in real world
applications mentioned in this paper clearly shows
the superiority of the FuNe I method compared to
its commercial counterparts� FuNe�I�FS can be
generated and implemented in hardware very fast
if a representative data set exists� It is possible
to extend the automatically extracted knowledge
base with expert aid�

The successful application in real world prob�
lems con�rms the abilities of this system� Hard�
ware implementation of FuNe�I�FS is easier than
that of a conventional fuzzy controller due to the
use of �black box� defuzzi�cation�

However� the generated FuNe�I�FS is static and
will not be learned on�line� Therefore� the authors
are working on extending the generated system to
act as an adaptive fuzzy system �Adaptive FuNe
I FS�� The gradient descent learning algorithms
are capable of solving many problems� if sample
data are preprocessed appropriately� But the suit�
ability of a neural learning algorithm is essentially
problem dependent� Therefore� authors are work�
ing towards the expansion of FuNe I giving user
to select the neural algorithm for the extraction



��

of fuzzy system� depending on the application�
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